GET OUT OF HELL CARD
We can choose to use our growing knowledge to enslave people in ways never dreamed of
before, depersonalising them, controlling them by means so carefully selected that they will
perhaps never be aware of their loss of personhood.
Carl Rogers, psychologist.
It was another psychologist, B F Skinner who is generally recognised as the founder of
modern behaviourism, (the science of controlling people’s behaviour) especially that
aspect involving what is called ‘operant conditioning’. Put simply it’s a ‘carrot-on-a-stick’
control of your mind and body that governs your self perception. Skinner used rats in a
box to demonstrate how people seek pleasure and not pain, and so can be manipulated
in a controlled environment. New car, new clothes, new mobile phone, you lust and
covet then work to achieve your goals - not realizing that somewhere, someone is
constantly shifting the goal posts. All of life is one slow downward spiral of pride and
pleasure where you’re never allowed to see ‘outside the box’. You become a beast
stampeding with the ‘herd mentality’ of the ‘system’, or what the Bible calls
apocalyptically, ‘The Beast’. It tramples on history, tradition and religion, right or wrong,
true or false, nothing escapes the blind rampaging desire of self fulfilment inside people,
self consumed and consumed by the system. The consumerist ‘beast within’ is the fuel of
‘The Beast’ without. Chances are your entire self image was stamped on your persona by
multiple choice, personality-profiles presented in the mass media as a child. But that’s
only half the problem. Like Skinner’s rats caged in an endless cycle of discipline and
reward for appropriate response and behaviour, you slave on. On the internet your
response is tracked, you are profiled, branded and marked by your own willing
participation every time you tap out a URL address on a keyboard. Like a paedophile
searching the internet to destroy the innocence of a child, so the internet as an
unstoppable monster consumes the innocence of people all over the world. You become
predictable in pride and pleasure by your past tracks, in that you can’t escape the
system. It’s not a conspiracy – it’s just a greed driven system that initiates a child at
Christmas who then becomes a self-consumed consumer in a consumerist society. Massmedia input and internet tracking control your mind and life like a rat in a box. An old
proverb says that knowledge makes you proud, but only truth can make you free...
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DNA is biotech information written by the Word of God on inanimate
matter much the same as electronic information is stored on the hard
drive of a computer. DNA is the blueprint for life that governs the robotic
self duplication of cells in your body as a composite structure and how
God makes you what you are.
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Providentially for us, in the last fifteen years the study of microbiology reveals that we,
(like all organic life) are the handiwork of God, in that DNA as complex information
doesn’t happen by chance. Darwin’s theory of evolution and all subsequent social
philosophies are undone, as are many academic disciplines. Anthropology, and
psychology are becoming outdated, as mankind begins again to grapple with the concept
of God’s eternal existence. To stand apart from the all encompassing ‘self-serving’
system you need to stand with Jesus Christ and look from God’s perspective. In his book,
(the Bible) God says that all mankind is fallen and helplessly lost. The first genetic
construct of man, ‘Adam’ corrupted his relationship to God by disobeying God’s Word.
We all like him are sinful - morally unclean in the sight of a holy God. (Even a little ‘white
lie’ is a betrayal of truth to God). Nothing is hidden. We are born losers, born in sin. The
Bible describes a person who has no moral connection to God’s Law through Jesus Christ
as, ‘a brute beast’. Likewise mankind as a whole without God is the ‘Beast of the
Apocalypse’ - a global phenomena of people lusting to have and to hold for pleasure and
power, things that are constantly just outside their reach. Without the Word of God there
is no access to a spiritual existence, no life, and no freedom. Jesus says, ‘You must be
born again’ – not another natural birth, but the spiritual ‘new birth’ and an inward
conversion that comes by a conviction of, and repentance from sin. It’s a work done in
your heart by God’s Holy Spirit through Jesus Christ – his Word, in response to your faith
in God, as a trust in him to heal the divide between himself and you through Christ’s
sacrificial death in your place. Your moral conscience and your DNA clock is a ticking
bomb. There’s a reason to live, and a prescription for life and freedom that comes from
God’s Word - this is Good News, but time is running out. Jesus Christ is coming to
destroy the ‘Beast’ that damns people in sin through pleasure. God is love. Surrender to
God - turn to him, and away from ‘man’, esteem God and not your ‘self’. Come to Him
and He will draw near to you. Read a Bible and pray. Worship God alone and be saved.
ESCAPE THE www.net OF HELL - WORSHIP GOD NOT MAN!

